VERSATILE MULTILEC INDUSTRIAL OIL PROVIDES LONG-LASTING PROTECTION IN VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS

By combating the effects of high temperatures, water, contaminants and heavy loads, heavy-duty Multilec® Industrial Oil protects and prolongs the life of all types of equipment. It is ideally suited for use in air compressors, hydraulics, oil circulating systems, industrial turbines, and R & O industrial and gear applications.

Available in seven different viscosity grades, Multilec features a balanced blend of premium base oils and robust additive technology. Multilec Industrial Oil delivers a powerful combination of performance and versatility that far exceeds ordinary lubricants on the market.

Contains Monolec®, LE's proprietary liquid wear-reducing additive that creates a single molecular film on metal surfaces, increasing oil film strength without affecting clearances.

Separates easily from water, protects metal surfaces from rust and oxidation, and will not foam.

If you would like to experience LEss downtime and longer equipment life, visit www.LElubricants.com to learn more about Multilec® Industrial Oil and LE's full circle of reliability solutions.